Subject: SELECTION PROCEDURE FOR ADMISSION TO PhD PROGRAMME IN “BLOCKCHAIN E DISTRIBUTED LEDGER TECHNOLOGY” (CYCLE 39, Academic Year 2023/2024) under Rectoral Decree n. 222/2023, Prot. n. 0049967 dated 11/07/2023 - University of Camerino (UNICAM). – Amendment: Rector's Decree for Approval of Ranking and Allocation of Scholarships

THE RECTOR

Having regard to

- Considering Rector's Decree no. 335/2023, prot. no. 67367 dated September 26, 2023, by which the rankings were approved and scholarships were allocated for the Doctoral Research Course Admission Call in “BLOCKCHAIN E DISTRIBUTED LEDGER TECHNOLOGY” (XXXIX cycle a.y. 2023/2024), issued by Rector's Decree no. 222/2023, Prot. no. 0049967 dated July 11, 2023, of the University of Camerino (UNICAM), along with the premises contained therein;
- Recognizing that the Board of the School of Advanced Studies (SAS) of the University of Camerino, in its meeting on October 5, 2023, decided to partially revise Article 2 of Rector's Decree no. 335/2023, prot. no. 67367 dated September 26, 2023, in order to maximize the opportunities for enrollment in the aforementioned doctoral courses for eligible candidates in the ranking, and considering the SAS Board did not find any impediments in this regard;
- Deeming it necessary to take action;

DECREES

Art. 1

Subject to all the other provisions referred to in the aforementioned Rector's Decrees, Article 2 of Rector's Decree no. 335/2023, prot. no. 67367 dated September 26, 2023, is hereby revised as follows:

- Version of Rector’s Decree no. 335/2023, prot. no. 67367 dated September 26, 2023: "...OMISSIS... If the candidate accepts within the indicated deadline, the position/scholarship is assigned and is removed from the count of available positions/scholarships; if the candidate renounces or does not respond within the indicated deadline, he/she loses the right to have the proposed position/scholarship and any other scholarships. The proposed position/scholarship is therefore not assigned and remains available for the subsequent candidates in the ranking order... OMISSIS...."
Revised version: "...OMISSIS... If the candidate accepts within the indicated deadline, the position/scholarship is assigned and is removed from the count of available positions/scholarships; if the candidate renounces or does not respond within the indicated deadline, he/she loses the right to have the proposed position/scholarship. The proposed position/scholarship is therefore not assigned and remains available for the subsequent candidates in the ranking order... OMISSIS...."